
Navigate Your Future with Confidence & Clarity
Trying to find your place in the world as a young adult is not easy. Career consulting can help
you identify your personal skills, interests, and values as you explore careers that fit your goals.

HOW CAREER CONSULTING WORKS

I get to know you and your needs
After our discovery call, we will schedule an initial conversation to discuss your background,
education and employment history, goals, and dreams. This is where you’ll tell me about your
passions and how you see yourself. Based on your time frame, we will do some self-reflection
to strategize the next steps in your journey.

We’ll identify your unique strengths
The next step begins with assessments and exercises to explore your skills and priorities. The
goal here is to identify what matters to you and provide a greater understanding of how you
approach challenges and make decisions. This is where we’ll explore specific industries and
fields based on the strengths you bring to the table.

We’ll plan out a promising career path
In follow-up consulting sessions, we’ll review your action items, explore potential careers, help
you develop skills, and create your personalized next-step plans. Depending on your level of
experience, this could look like practicing interviewing skills, building your network of
resources, or preparing your resume. This is where we design the career path you’ll be excited
to follow!

Ready to take flight? Choose which package best suits your situation and
let’s get started!



PICK YOUR PACKAGE

Package 1: LIFT OFF

Timeline: ~ 3-6 weeks*

Takeaways:
● Increased self-awareness
● Knowledge about careers that suit you
● Identification of your unique values & skills
● Greater confidence in your natural talents and aptitudes
● Action plan development
● & more

This package is for you if:
● You are self-motivated, but seek/would like direction
● You want information and results in a short period of time
● You are interested in implementing information from assessments without personalized

coaching

*Must complete sessions within two months. Additional services or extended time can be
arranged for an additional fee upon mutual agreement.
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Package 2: TAKE FLIGHT

Timeline: ~ 8-10 weeks*

Takeaways:
● All takeaways included in the Lift Off package
● Broader awareness of strengths and potential
● Networking guidance
● Techniques for gathering information
● 1:1 attention and accountability
● Lifetime tools for decision-making and maximizing professional growth
● Interview training
● Resume building
● Additional assessments
● & more

This package is for you if:
● You are interested in gaining greater depth and understanding of potential career paths
● You want a more hands-on consulting approach
● You are independent, but thrive with structured to-dos and time frames

*Must complete sessions within three months. Additional services or extended time can be
arranged for an additional fee upon mutual agreement.
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Package 3: FLY HIGH

Timeline: 4 - 6 months*

Takeaways:
● All takeaways included in the Take Flight package
● Hands-on coaching over a longer period of time
● LinkedIn optimization
● Resources for additional skills development
● Interview worksheets
● Take-home assignments with deadlines
● Practical tools and tips
● Personal development advice
● Regular progress check-ins
● & more

This package is for you if:
● You have no idea what you want to do with your life
● You are choosing a career or are going through a career change
● You need reassurance and encouragement that you are on the right track
● You are seeking an accountability coach to assess, direct, and support you on an

ongoing basis
● You want to cover all your bases when it comes to the next step in your career

*Must complete sessions within six months. Additional services or extended time can be
arranged for an additional fee upon mutual agreement.
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About Diane Geller, Career Consultant

I have a Master’s degree in Human Resources Management and studied College Student
Development at George Washington University. I’m a Certified Educational Planner (CEP) and
past President of the Independent Educational Consultants Association (IECA).

I love knowing and working with teenagers and young adults. Spending time to learn who they
are and what they dream of is rewarding for both of us. It’s exciting to see them develop a
future that truly reflects their personalities and strengths.

In my spare time, I love to read, bake, golf, travel, and spend time with family and friends.

What Clients Say
“It has been an extreme pleasure working with Diane throughout the years. Her
professionalism, insight and connection with our kids has had a wonderful impact on all of us.”
– Debbie S.

“Diane really believed in me and was living proof that I was employable! From the card sort to
walking me through researching, gathering information, and prepping for interviews, she was
The Best.”  – Audrey H.

“I cannot say enough wonderful things about Diane’s attention, support, warmth, assistance,
and expert guidance.”  – Janet H.

Career finding can be difficult, but it doesn’t have to be

Let’s figure out a variety of career path options and determine what
sets you apart from other candidates.

Select the package that is right for you to get started!
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